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Reporting reveals that Facebook has deployed its «I'm a voter»
feature in 66 countries. Now the company plans to use the
controversial tool during the Swiss national elections in 2019.
Von Adrienne Fichter (Text), Charles Hawley und Daryl Lindsey (Translation), 16.05.2018

The date is still a long way o:O ,ct. 20- 2019. That's when the Swiss will head
to the polls to elect a new parliament.
The parties are already getting ready- with candidates positioning themselA
ves for their campaigns. Bnd the Swiss election is even an issue in Cerlin.
Not in the Khancellery- but at the Sony Kenter at zemperplatW 1- where
Facebook's public policy department is located.
The SchweiW am Gochenende newspaper recently reported that Bnika ZeiA
sel- who heads the department- was in ü(rich on Bpril 11- where she held
a meeting with 20 politicians from all parties. The topic of the meeting
was how candidates could bene)t from Facebook's campaign tools. It was
intended as a promotional event for the technology company- which already
in the past provided political consulting to Castien Zirod- a member of
the Swiss National Kouncil- the lower house of the Swiss legislature qa fact
which the company touts in its digital brochures?.
,ne participant asked a Yuestion that had nothing to do with the marketing
tools. Gould Facebook be deploying its wellAknown «I'm a voter» button in
SwitWerlandx –es- Zeisel answered- the company was working on it.
Facebook- in other words- is ejpected to bring one of its more controversial
political o:erings to SwitWerland. No other Facebook feature represents
such a blatant interference in national elections. No other symbol has trigA
gered a larger contagion e:ect on the internet. Bnd no other feature has
caused as much confusion within the net community.
Bt issue is a small blue symbol that serves to remind us of our civic duty
while showing us which of our Facebook friends have voted. It appears out
of nowhere L and disappears Must as Yuickly.
The symbol always looks a little di:erent. Sometimes- it's a megaphone.
Bt others- it's a hand placing a ballot into the boj. Bt still others- it's a
banner with large letters on it. The company has «ejperimented» with it reA
peatedly. Cy doing so- however- it has interfered with elections- conducting
openAheart surgery on vulnerable democracies and undermining national
sovereignty.
The company long remained Yuiet about this controversial feature- with
hardly any o4cial statements about the use of the election reminder tool.
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B list from Facebook made ejclusively available to Republik shows that
the social network has deployed the «election reminder» in 66 countriesincluding zenya- Sierra Jeone- Tunisia- France- Iceland- Ualta- Bustralia
and Kolombia.

Screenshot

Bnd now- the «I'm a voter» button is planned for 2019 to help remind the
Must under H million Swiss Facebook users to get out and vote. The federal
government in Cern is alarmed.
Cut why does a digital reminder to vote represent a threat to democracy in
the )rst placex

Skyrocketing Voter Registration in the U.S. Election
;ust look back at Sept. 22- 2016. It was the )nal leg of the 3.S. election
campaign. Rumors about 7illary Klinton were circulating on the internetO
that she was sick8 that she had ordered the murder of an FCI agent8 that she
was involved in a ring of pedophiles. It was boom time for fake news.
Bnd yet interest in the election remained low. There was little change in the
number of people registering to vote. In Kolorado- Must under E-000 people
registered to vote on Sept. 22. In Gashington state- that )gure was 2-150- and
Must 1-/E9 in Uinnesota.
,ne day later- on Sept. 2E- a prominently placed window popped up on all
Bmerican Facebook pro)les. «Bre you registered to votex Register now to
make sure you have a voice in the election.»
Seventeen simple words displayed on a colorful background. Plection ofA
)cials couldn't have imagined what would then happen in their wildest
dreams. The number of voter registrations skyrocketed. In Kolorado- the
number increased that day to 20-152 people. In Uinnesota- it was 26-5H2- and
12-9/‹ in Gashington. Pvery state- with no ejceptions- reported a surge in
registrations.
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,n Sept. 2H- the window disappeared again- the registration curve Vattened
and the Facebook e:ect had passed.
Kivil society cheered the development. Crian zemp- Zeorgia's secretary of
state- was pleased. «I applaud Facebook for Moining our e:orts to increase
voter registration awareness-» he said in a statement in September 2016.

Treating Voters Like Lab Rats
Cut some observers were a bit Yueasy- including Uicah Sifry- a democracy
activist and the editorial director of Kivic 7all- a web portal that provides
daily analysis of politics and technology. Sifry was the )rst person to isA
sue a warning about Facebook's ejperiments on democracy and the huge
discomfort he felt over the massive inVuence on an election that a private
company could have.
For good reason- too- given that the company has treated voters like laA
boratory rats in the past. Facebook split the electorate into three groups.
Some received the election reminder together with their entire network of
Facebook friends. ,thers didn't get anything at all. Bnd for the third groupthe feature popped up- but without any information about the behavior of
their friends.
Facebook conducted ceaseless B›C tests as the election campaign proceeA
ded.
That happened back in 2010 during 3.S. congressional elections- when the
company conducted simple social psychology tests. For ejampleO Ghat do
you do when you )nd out that your Facebook friends are politically activex
,r when a social network calls on you to get out and vote Must like your
friends have done. ,f course- you also want to be a part of taking your civic
duties seriously and acting as a role model.
,ne of the key )ndings of a study on the congressional elections published
in 2012 by the scienti)c publication Nature was that peer pressure is decisiA
ve in our decisions. It concluded that it was not necessarily the reminder
that was key- but rather the feeling that one's Facebook friends would also
be voting. The report con)rmed the network e:ect.
Some 61 million Bmerican users unwittingly took part in the 2010 ejpeA
riment. ,f those- EH0-000 only voted «because» of the ejperiment- claims
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Robert U. Cond- a political scientist formerly with the 3niversity of KaliA
fornia who led the ejperiment together with Facebook. 7e then repeated
the ejperiment during the presidential elections in November 2012.
Ghen news of the second ejperiment broke in 201H- Cond even admitted it
was possible that the mobiliWation e:ort might have provided a minor boost
to Carack ,bama that year because Facebook at the time was used more by
women and younger voters- both of which groups counted among ,bama's
core supporters.

Little Public Traction
Derhaps the results weren't particularly spectacular at )rst glance. Derhaps
it was the concurrently published results of a Facebook ejperiment in
which the company manipulated 500-000 people to see how they were
inVuenced by good and bad news. Derhaps it was simply a product of people
paying less attention to the news in the middle of the summer.
Ghatever the cause- the results of Cond's research didn't gain much traction
with the public.
Cut Sifry was worried. «Ghy Facebook's "éoter Uegaphone Is the Real UaA
nipulation to Gorry Bbout-» reads the headline of an essay written by the
political ejpert. If a television station were to broadcast a getAoutAtheAvote
appeal to male viewers over H0- there would be considerable outrage. Cut
with Facebook- people Must seem to accept it.
Sifry warned that the election reminder poses the greatest threat of maniA
pulation because it is provided by a company that has no accountability for
its ejperiments on the democratic process.
The company still markets its election reminder as a service to goA
vernments. «Ge believe that commitment and participation are the lifeA
blood of democracy»- a Facebook spokeswoman said when contacted by
Republik. «That's why we show people a reminder to vote on Facebook.»
Bnd because the company )nds it important- it simply takes action L witA
hout any further discussion and without even informing the authorities or
bringing in election researchers. Uove fast- break things. In politics as well.
That served as the internet giant's company mantra for years.
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Suddenly, he was no longer a lone voice: Mihac Sifry. pd

Ghen he )rst published his essay in 201H- few took Uicah Sifry seriously. B
mere handful of scholars pushed for a review of Facebook's ejperiment.
Bnd the company responded- Must not in the way one would have ejpected.
Facebook sealed o: the e:orts of its research center. This made it imposA
sible to verify scienti)cally if the )gure of EH0-000 given for the number of
voters who registered was accurate. Facebook refused to release the data.
«The "I'm a voter button would actually be a good ejample of civic engageA
ment if Facebook were to simply make the process behind it transparent-»
says Sifry.

Democracy Service - Free of Charge
Ghat followed was a clever DR move. In summer 201H- Facebook announA
ced it would deploy the «I'm a voter»Abutton in all countries- in all electionsin all languages- to all users. Gith no ejceptions AA and no ejperiments.
Facebook even changed its company mantra to «move fast with stable
infra-» e.g. infrastructure.
–et despite this charm o:ensive- criticism of Facebook's political ambitions
has continued to grow in recent years- as have doubts about the company's
business model. Recent media revelations that Kambridge Bnalytica scraA
ped Facebook data from tens of millions of unwitting users haven't helped.
Bnd it has increasingly looked as though the company is losing control of
its own advertising system.
Suddenly- Sifry was no longer a lone voice.
,ne research organiWation- the ,jford Internet Institute- contacted FaceA
book's ejperiment department to reYuest data pertaining to Critish parliaA
mentary elections in 201‹ and 2015 and to the 2016 Crejit referendum.
Cut Facebook ejecutives chose to ignore their reYuests. Rob Sherman- the
company's deputy chief privacy o4cer- made it clear that doing so would
be violating the con)dentiality of advertisers. 7elen Uargetts- head of the
,jford Internet Institute- was not impressed by this stance. «Ge absolutely
need the data from technology companies- because the forming of poliA
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tical opinions primarily takes place in social networks-» she says. ;ames
Zrimmelmann- a law professor and technology ejpert- noted back in 201‹
that better ethical oversight in the form of a review board is necessary for
ejperiments performed by platform operators.
B few weeks later- Facebook did violate the con)dentiality that it had earlier
been so eager to protect. The company's own review of Russian inVuence
during the 2016 election campaign in the 3.S. triggered such outrage in GaA
shington that top lawyers from leading technology companies were asked
to testify before Kongress. Suddenly- Facebook showed its cooperative side.

Rumors and Myths Surrounding the 'I'm a Voter'
Button
In a Sept. 21- 2015- video- Facebook founder Uark üuckerberg laid out the
measures his company was taking to respond to the widespread concerns.
Doint No. 6 pertained to cooperation with election authorities. «Sijth- we
will ejpand our partnerships with election commissions around the world
... and now we're also going to establish a channel to inform election comA
missions of the online risks we've identi)ed in their speci)c elections»üuckerberg said.
It appeared as though attitudes were changing in Uenlo Dark- Kalifornia.
Finally- the company seemed to be aware of the responsibility it bears.
Finally- the company was working together with the authorities.
Cut in üuckerberg's speech- he said nothing about the «I'm a voter» button.
Since the 201H statement- it has never again been mentioned by Facebok on
its o4cial website. There is no other Facebook feature that is shrouded in
such secrecy.
If you ask your Zerman and Bustrian friends about the button- some will say
that they saw it during their respective parliamentary election campaigns
in 2015- while others will reply that they did not.
The myths surrounding the button have been fed by its Veeting nature.
For some users- the election reminder disappears again a er an additional
click. In Facebook's own forums- users from all over the world speculate
what ejactly is behind the button. Some wanted to remind their friends to
go vote- but the function could suddenly no longer be found.
,ne user named Uark Smith askedO «7ow can I get the 'I'm a voter' button
to appear againx»
Uany others apparently had the same ejperience. B user named ;oe ZilleA
spie wroteO «Ppic fail. T7IS IS RI IK3J,3S.» Bnother named Bli 7(seyin
R(stem wonderedO «Ur. üuckerberg where are youx». The discussion was
closed by Facebook without comment.
The Facebook spokeswoman insisted that the function was made available
to all users. The button- she said- was displayed everywhere- unless users
were running an outdated version of the app or spoke an ejotic language.
In other words- technical limitations were to blame.
Sifry will only believe it when he sees the numbers. ,n paper. Bnd when
election researchers around the world have access to the data.
For as long as the company doesn't work with ejternal authorities- Sifry
says- it is impossible to know with certainty how Facebook deploys the butA
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ton. Bnd he's right. B er all- we know from Cond's research that di:erent
varieties of this «election reminder» lead to di:erent user behaviors.

Where Is the Outcry?
Dolitical microtargeting- fake news- troll armiesO Bll of these issues have
received plenty of media attention in recent years- even though their e:ects
are the subMect of intense debate among political scientists. Cut the e:ects
of the I'm a voter button have been established to a greater degree than
any other Facebook phenomenon. That much became clear from the tidal
wave of voter registrations in September 2016. Cecause the buttons linked
to the corresponding websites of the election authorities- the number of
registrations increased by a factor of 10- and it some cases as much as a
factor of 20.
The company long remained Yuiet. Cut since the announcement that it
would work together with researchers more closely- it has also become
more transparent on this point. In response to a Yuery from Republik- FaceA
book assembled an ejclusive list of countries where the election reminder
button is used. It was used during the Scottish independence referendum
and during parliamentary elections in CraWil- India and Indonesia. Gith
the ejception of Russia- Facebook has used the button to inVuence voter
turnout in a total of 66 countries where elections have taken place since
201H.
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Cut there has been no great outcry. The international community has yet to
ejert any pressure on this issue. Gashington doesn't have it on its radar.
uring üuckerberg's Bpril 10 hearing- not a single senator asked whether
and in what form this controversial function would be used again.

Nation States Must Make Demands
The reactions in countries where the button has been deployed can be
divided into three categoriesO
Submissive- because they were happy that Facebook helped get out the
vote.
,ne ejample here is former Critish Drime Uinister avid Kameron- who
sought üuckerberg's attention in 2016 and hoped that the «election reminA
der» would encourage younger voters to participate in the Crejit referenA
dum and vote against it.
,r former CraWilian Dresident ilma Roussef- who agreed in 201‹ on a partA
nership with Facebook to ejpand broadband access in the country because
she hoped the proMect might help save her presidency.
Indiwerent- because they didn't react at all despite being informed. The FeA
deral Bgency for Kivic Pducation in Zermany is a prime ejample. Facebook
informed the agency- but there was no further cooperation on the proMect.
The reasonO Nobody knew what to do with the data.
Clueless- because they were never contacted by Facebook. In response to a
Yuery from Republik- the Italian authorities repliedO «Ge are not aware of
this action. There was no information provided by Facebook.»

S iss Chancellery Uninformed
Now- the election button is to be deployed during the week ahead of Swiss
elections in ,ctober 2019 to remind voters to head to the polls. Cut o4cials
in Cern have not been o4cially informed by the company.
«The Federal Khancellery has no knowledge of Facebook's intention to
deploy an 'I'm a voter' button in SwitWerland. Facebook has not contacted us
regarding this matter-» Ren JenWin of the Swiss Khancellery told Republik.
The Facebook spokeswoman assures that nothing has yet been decided and
that the company will establish a dialogue with the o4cials responsible
when the time comes. She adds that the company intends to steer clear of
referendums in SwitWerland for the time being.
Senior Swiss data protection o4cial Bdrian Jobsiger doesn't want to wait.
Too much of his agenda is currently determined by issues associated with
Facebook. «There are some digital data processing instruments that could
be used for the purpose of inVuencing voting behavior»- he says. éoters
need to know about them- Jobsiger adds- and politicians need to be made
aware of them. To that end- he is currently assembling an interdepartmental
group of ejperts- which plans to meet for the )rst time at the end of Uay.
SwitWerland can learn from the mistakes and shortcomings of other counA
tries. Bnd it can make demands. Including that Facebook make its data
available to Swiss political research institutes.
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Dolitical scientist Uicah Sifry welcomes the preparations being made in
SwitWerland and is advising o4cials to insist that ejternal ejperts be enA
gaged. «It is important that the government work with independent actorsbefore- during and a er the election-» he says.
It would be best to get it in writing L as soon as possible. ,therwise- SwitWerA
land could be facing the same painful ejperience that other countries have
already lived through. Uove fast- break democracy.
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